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CommissionersAs we move closer to the July voting surge, we want to make sure the Commission’s deliberative
material is highlighted for your awareness. To that end, this email is a follow-on to Kent’s earlier
note sharing the May read-ahead materials. The link he sent to the Commissioner Digital Binder has
everything you need, including the attached files, but I’ve pulled out two kinds of information here
and included it as attachments:
1. Research Lists, or “menus” of research, for Military and Public service.
As discussed in Texas, the team has created a document that compiles hyperlinks to a
wide range of background material by each topic. If you are interested in re-reading
MFRs from the 2018 trips or internal Commissioner discussions, reviewing early
primers or statements from stakeholders, or exploring external research, you can
explore the links in the attached Research Lists. The material presented in the menus is
not new; it is simply consolidated in one location for your convenience.
2. Policy options under consideration for Military and Public service.

We know you have a lot of materials to read at any given time. Kent will continue to push
information in advance of the hearings and it will include everything you need, but I will pulling out
the material that relates to the July voting surge and highlighting it for you.
You can expect “menus” of research and summaries of policy options under consideration for each
substantive topic area as we move forward.
If you have any questions, please let me know. Thank you!
Sincerely,
Jill A. Rough, PhD
Director of Research and Analysis
National Commission on Military, National, and Public Service
(703) 571-3754 office
www.inspire2serve.gov
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